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Despite four decades of research, there is still controversy regarding the boundaries of visual 54 areas in the "third tier" cortex, i.e., the areas located rostral to the second visual area (V2, 55 (Allman and Kaas, 1975 ). Here we focus on the parts of this complex located in the 56 dorsomedial region of the macaque brain, including the medial part of the lunate sulcus, 57 annectant gyrus, parietooccipital sulcus and mesial surface of the brain (Fig. 1) . The 
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Based on electrophysiological recordings, we found that the cortex anterior to V2 formed a 93 relatively simple pattern of representation of the lower quadrant, with lateral to medial 94 gradients of increasing eccentricity and receptive field size. However, we also found that this 
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Visual stimuli were monocularly presented under mesopic adaptation levels to the eye 135 contralateral to the cortical hemisphere from which the neuronal recordings were obtained.
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The eye ipsilateral to the recording hemisphere was occluded. Visual stimulation was Histology: At the end of the experiments, the animals were administered a lethal dose of 150 sodium pentobarbitone (100 mg/kg, i.v.), and perfused transcardially with heparinized saline 151 or phosphate buffer, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).
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The brains were removed from the skull, blocked, and cryoprotected by immersion in 
Results
194
The locations of the recording sites, which yielded visual receptive fields in the region of Visual maps in macaque dorsomedial cortex
13
Discussion
283
We tested the hypothesis that the cortex rostral to V2 in the macaque dorsomedial cortex 284 contains two subdivisions, V3d and V6 (or PO) according to current designations, which 285 form distinct visuotopic maps. This model, which is widely recognized in the current 286 literature, was not supported. Instead, we found that the territory usually assigned to V3d and 287 PO/V6 encompasses a single representation of the lower quadrant, which extends to the 288 temporal limit of the field of vision (Fig. 9 ). This representation runs as a strip of cortex (Fig. 9) .
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Most of the representation of the lower quadrant uncovered by our data has been traditionally published results strongly indicates that the revised area we propose overlaps well with these 300 subdivisions (Fig. 10) . However, our results suggest that V3d (at least, the part located medial 301 to the annectant gyrus) and PO/V6 form a single topographic map, without reversals or re-302 representation at the putative border. We also found no evidence for an additional area (PIP) 
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Another viable option would be to retain the name V3d, which has historical precedence 325 (Ungerleider and Desimone, 1986), and has anatomical characteristics similar to those of the 326 area we mapped (Burkhalter et al., 1986) . Although there is some potential for confusion 327 (given that V3d is traditionally seen as only forming a lower quadrant representation), this 328 would mitigate to some extent the reasons why V3d has been regarded as an "improbable 
